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What is the moon

u The moon is the easiest object to find in the night sky(when it’s there.)

u Earths only natural satellite hovers above us bright and round until it 
disappears for a few nights.

u The rhythm of the moons phases has guided humanity for millennia, for 
instance calendar months are roughly equal to the time it takes to go from 
one full moon to the next.



Moon phases

u Moon phases and the moons orbit are mysteries to many.

u The moon always shows us the same face. This happens because it takes  
27.3 days both to rotate on its axis and to orbit earth. 

u We see either the full moon, half moon or no moon because the moon 
reflects sunlight. How much of it we see depends on the moons position in 
relation to Earth and the sun.



Moon phases



How big is the moon?

u Though a satellite of earth with a diameter of about 2,159 miles, is bigger 
than Pluto, the moon is a bit more than one-fourth the size Earth.

u This means the moon has a great effect on the planet and very possibly is 
what makes life on Earth possible.



How did the moon form?

u There are various theories about how the moon was created, but recent 
evidence indicates it formed when a huge collision tore a chunk of earth 
away.

u Scientists have suggested the impactor was roughly 10 percent the mass 
of Earth.

u Since Earth and the moon are so similar in composition, researchers have 
concluded that the impact must have occurred about 95 million years 
after the formation of the solar system!



What is the moon made of?

u The moon very likely has a very small core.

u It likely consists mostly of iron, but may also contain large amounts of 
sulphur and other elements.

u It’s rocky mantle is about 825 miles thick and made up of dense rocks rich 
in iron and magnesium.



What is the moon made of?



The moon landing 

u On July 20, 1969, American astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin”Buzz” 
Aldrin became the first humans ever to land on the moon.

u Armstrong was the first person to walk on the moon and as he took his first 
step he famously said “That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for 
mankind.”

u The Apollo 11 mission occurred eight years after President John F. Kennedy 
announced a national goal of landing a man on the moon by the end of 
the 1960’s. 

u Apollo 17, the final manned moon mission, took place in 1972.



Thanks for watching 





Space exploration 

The solar system  

BY EIMEAR  

Space exploration 

While the study of space is carried out by astronomers with 
telescopes, its physical exploration is conducted both by 
unmanned robotic probes and human space flight 

Space shuttles 

• The space shuttle was the first piece of 
space exploration technology that was 
reusable. 

• The cost of sending individual space 
missions was becoming unacceptable. So in 
an effort to reduce the budget , and offer a 
vehicle that could be reused NASA 
developed the idea of a space shuttle  

• The length of the space shuttle is 184 feet 
and it weighs 4.5 million pounds .  

• Although over 600 astronauts have flown to 
outer space on the space shuttle, only about 
7 can fly out at one time  

• A space shuttle must reach speeds up to 
about 17,500 miles per hour ( 28,000 
kilometres per hour) to remain orbit 



Planets 

• Beyond our Earth , Mars is the one planet that 
has had the most research and exploration. 
There have been 68 missions launched  

• The eight planets are ; Mercury, Venus, Earth , 
Mars , Jupiter , Saturn , Uranus and Neptune  

• But some scientists believe there could 
possibly be a ninth planet . This so called 
“Planet Nine” as scientists call it , is about 10 
times the mass of Earth and 5,000 times the 
mass of Pluto  

• For more then 70 years Pluto was one of nine 
planets recognised in our solar system. 
However in 2006 it was regulated to the 
status of a dwarf planet by the International 
Astronomical Union (IAU) 

• A total of nine spacecrafts have been 
launched on missions that involve visits to 
planets . All of them include encounters with 
Jupiter, four also visiting Saturn . One 
spacecraft called Voyager 2 visited Uranus 
and Neptune .

Moons

• The moon is the nearest object in our 
celestial sky that humans could possibly visit. 
That is why people set their sights on 
travelling to the moon as the first step to 
space exploration  

• We might only think that there is only one 
moon . But no there are many moons  

•  Some include ; Deimos , Triton , Iapetus , 
Europa and many more 

•  Our Earth only has one moon , which is the 
moon we sometimes call Luna and the one 
we see every night  

• Moons orbit planets and asteroids. There are 
more then 200 moons in our solar system  

• Saturn has overtaken Jupiter as the planet 
with the most moons  according to the US 
research. A team discovered a haul of 20 
new moons orbitingSaturn bringing its total 
to 82 . Jupiter has 79 moons .

Space exploration 

• The beginning of space exploration was on 
October 4th ,1957 when the Soviet Union 
sent the first unmanned mission into space. 
They launched a satellite called Sputnik 1 , 
which successfully remained in outer space 
for 3 months  

• On February 17th 1998 , Voyager 1 reached 
a distance of 69 AU from the sun and 
overtook Pioneer 10 as the most distant 
spacecraft from Earth . 

• Dawn is part of NASA’s Discovery mission 
and was designed to orbit the asteroid Vesta 
which is located between Jupiter and Saturn  

• Unfortunately venturing into space can have 
negative effects on the human body . 
Significant adverse effects of long term 
weightlessness include muscle atrophy and 
deterioration of the skeleton  

• But no Soviet Union or Russians have died 
during space flight since 1971. 



By Eimear Foody :)

Thanks for watching !
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Space 
By Niall Duffy 

  
  

 



 

The Sun 
 

The Sun is the star at the center of the Solar 
System. It is a nearly perfect sphere of hot plasma, 
with internal convective motion that generates a 
magnetic field via a dynamo process. It is by far 
the most important source of energy for life on 
Earth 
 

 

 



 

Earth 

 

Earth is the third planet from the Sun and the 

only astronomical object known to harbour life. 

According to radiometric dating and other 

evidence, Earth formed over 4.5 billion years ago. 

Earth's gravity interacts with other objects in 

space, especially the Sun and the Moon, which is 

Earth's only natural satellite. 

 

 

  

 



 

The Moon 

The Moon is an astronomical body orbiting Earth 

as its only natural satellite. It is the fifth-largest 

satellite in the Solar System, and by far the 

largest among planetary satellites relative to the 

size of the planet that it orbits 

 

 

  

 



 

Mars 

Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun and the 

second-smallest planet in the Solar System after 

Mercury. In English, Mars carries the name of the 

Roman god of war and is often referred to as the 

'Red Planet' 

 

 

  

 



 

Mercury  

Mercury is the smallest and innermost planet in 

the Solar System. Its orbit around the Sun takes 

87.97 days, the shortest of all the planets in the 

Solar System. It is named after the Roman deity 

Mercury, the messenger of the gods 

 

 

  

 



 

Saturn 

Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun and the 

second-largest in the Solar System, after Jupiter. 

It is a gas giant with an average radius of about 

nine times that of Earth. It only has one-eighth the 

average density of Earth; however, with its larger 

volume, Saturn is over 95 times more massive. 

 

 

  

 



 

Jupiter  

Jupiter is the fifth planet from the Sun and the 

largest in the Solar System. It is a gas giant with 

a mass one-thousandth that of the Sun, but 

two-and-a-half times that of all the other planets 

in the Solar System combined. 

 

 

  

 



 

Venus  
Venus is the second planet from the Sun. It is 
named after the Roman goddess of love and 
beauty. As the second-brightest natural object in 
the night sky after the Moon, Venus can cast 
shadows and, rarely, is visible to the naked eye in 
broad daylight. 
 

 
  

 



 

Uranus 

Uranus is the seventh planet from the Sun. It has 
the third-largest planetary radius and fourth-largest 
planetary mass in the Solar System. Uranus is 
similar in composition to Neptune, and both have 
bulk chemical compositions which differ from that 
of the larger gas giants Jupiter and Saturn. 
 

 
  

 



 

Neptune 
Neptune is the eighth and farthest known planet 
from the Sun in the Solar System. In the Solar 
System, it is the fourth-largest planet by diameter, 
the third-most-massive planet, and the densest 
giant planet. Neptune is 17 times the mass of 
Earth, slightly more massive than its near-twin 
Uranus. 
 

 
  

 



 

The International Space Station  
 
The International Space Station is a modular 
space station in low Earth orbit. The ISS 
programme is a multi-national collaborative project 
between five participating space agencies: NASA, 
Roscosmos, JAXA, ESA, and CSA. 
 

 
  

 



 

 
Spacecrafts  

A spacecraft is a vehicle or machine designed to 
fly in outer space. A type of artificial satellite, 
spacecraft are used for a variety of purposes, 
including communications, Earth observation, 
meteorology, navigation, space colonization, 
planetary exploration, and transportation of 
humans and cargo. 

 

 
  

 



 

Astronauts  

An astronaut or cosmonaut is a person trained by 
a human spaceflight program to command, pilot, or 
serve as a crew member of a spacecraft. 
 

 
 

 



 

 

The End  

 
By Niall Duffy  

 

 



The Solar System 
 
Stars and planets are formed from gas and dust.Our Solar System consists of our Sun,which 
is a star,and the planets orbit it.The Sun began to shine about five billion years 
ago.Then,over about half a billion years the planets formed around it. 
 
There is a lot of gas and dust between the planets.We only notice this when sunlight reflects 
off the gas and dust.This makes them glow in the sky. 
 
The milky way is a spiral galaxy.Its central area contains many old stars,which give it a 
yellow-red gas.The younger stars in the spiral arms of the galaxy burn brighter and they 
have a blue-white light. 
 
Venos 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Venus is almost the same size as Earth but closer to the Sun.Its covered in thick,poisonous 
clouds,and its surface is hot,at about 475oC.Venus is the goddess of love. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mercury 
 

 
 
Mercury is the planet closest to the Sun.It has no protective atmosphere.This means that the 
surface facing the Sun is extremely hot,while the surface facing away from the sun is 
extremely cold.Mercury is the messenger of the gods. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Earth is the only planet known to support life.It is not too hot or too cold.It also has water and 
oxygen,both of which are needed for life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mars 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Mars has similar features to those on Earth such as valleys,mountains and polar ice caps.It 
is possible that once,Mars was also home to a form of life.Mars is the god of war. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Saturn 
 
 

 
 
 
Saturn is almost as big as Jupiter and it has the most moons scientists have named 35 of 
them.Saturn is the god of the harvest. 
 
 
Jupiter 
 
 

 
 
Jupiter is the biggest planet of all,and the faster spinning.It has 16 moons ,and swirling gas 
clouds cover its surface.Jupiter was the father of the roman gods. 
 
 



 
 
Uranus has 21 moons and faint rings.Its blue-green colour is probably caused by methone 
gas in its atmosphere.Uranus was the ancient greek of the sky. 
 
Neptune 
 
 

 
 



Neptune, the planet furthest from the Sun,is a very cold,dark planet.It has three rings and 
eight moons,and the stormiest weather of all the planets in the solar system.Neptune is the 
god ot the sea. 
 
The Sun 
 
 

 
 
 
The middle,or core,of the sun,is its hottest part.Hot gases bubble up from there to the 
surface.There,they form a halo of gases called a corona.There are dark patches on the 
surface,which are cooler.They are called sunspots. 
 
Sometimes there are violent explosions on the Sun,and streams of electrically charged 
particles shoot up from the surface.These are called solar flares.Most of them happen 
around sunspots. 
 
The Moon 
 

 
 
Earth only has one Moon.At night,it often seems to glow with its own light.In fact,this light is 
reflected sunlight.As the Moon orbits the Earth,we see different shapes,or phases of the 
Moon.This depends on how much of the sunlit side of the Moon we can see from the Earth. 
  



ALL ABOUT THE SOLAR SYSTEM

By Robyn O’Connor



THE SOLAR SYSTEM

The Solar System 

• Our solar system formed 4.6 billion years ago! The solar system includes a 
star (In our case the Sun) and all objects that orbit around it. Sun contains 
99.86% of all of the solar system’s known mass. The planets in the solar 
system include Earth, Jupiter, Neptune, Saturn, Mars, Uranus, Mercury and 
Venus!



THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Mercury

• The closest planet to the Sun is only about as wide as the 
Atlantic Ocean! 18 Mercuries would fit into the Earth. 

• The planet does not have any atmosphere, just like it is on 
all the other planets. 

• There is no water present on this dangerous planet either. 
There temperatures vary between -180*C and 430*C / -
290*F and 842*F. 

• Mercury is also the fastest planet! It speeds through 
space with 50km per second / 31 miles per second



THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Venus 
• Venus – named after Roman goddess of beauty –

is also known as the evening or morning star. 

• Yellow clouds made of sulphur and sulphuric acid 
cover the entire planet causing light to reflect 
off the surface. 

• This makes Venus the second brightest object in 
the night sky after the moon. 

• Venus is very similar to Earth in terms of size 
and material.



THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Earth
• Earth is the fifth largest planet of our solar system and 

has one large natural satellite the Moon. 

• Did you know that all planets were named after Roman and 
Greek gods and goddesses, except Earth nevertheless is 
more than 1,000 years old and means just ground

.
Mars
Mars is very cold and dry but water exists in form of ice at the 
surface of Mars has many craters, deep valleys and volcanoes. 

The largest peak on the red planet is a volcano called Olympus Mons, 
which is three times higher than Mount Everest the highest 
mountain on Earth.

‘Mons’ is the Latin word for mountain!



THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Jupiter
• Jupiter is the largest planet in the solar system. 

• The most famous feature on the surface of the planet 
is the ‘Great Red Spot’ which is actually a storm that 
has been blowing for about 350 years, if not longer. 

• Jupiter has some of the largest moons in the solar 
system and one in particular, Europa might be able to 
sustain life in an ocean below its icy surface.

• There is one spacecraft currently orbiting Jupiter 
called Juno. Juno is trying to solve how the planet 
formed and finding more about the winds that occur.



THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Saturn 
• Saturn is a gas giant just like Jupiter, Neptune 

and Uranus. 

• This means that it doesn’t really have a proper 
solid surface as it is mainly made up of gasses 
with a small rocky core.

• Saturn is the second largest planet and is known 
for its rings, although the other gas giants also 
have these kind of rings, only Saturn’s rings can 
be seen the clearest.

• Saturn’s moon, Titan is the second largest in the 
solar system.



THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Uranus
• Uranus is the second furthest planet from the Sun and therefor also 

has to travel a pretty long time to go once around the Sun. It takes 
Uranus roughly 84 years to orbit the Sun.

• Uranus is a blue planet, not because of water, but because of gasses 
that make it appear blue.

Neptune 
• Neptune is closely related to Uranus, the atmosphere is the same 

gasses and lust like Uranus, Neptune also appears blue.

• Neptune inherits its name from the Roman god of the sea as 
reference to its deep blue colour.

• Neptune is the furthest planet away from the Sun and it takes 165 
years for Neptune to go once around the Sun once!!!! 



THE SOLAR SYSTEM
• Neil Armstrong 
• On July 16, 1969 Neil Armstrong, along with fellow 

astronauts Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins, launched the 
Apollo 11 manned mission to the Moon.

• July 20, 1969 is one of the most memorable days in human 
history, as Neil Armstrong piloted Buzz Aldrin to the Moon’s 
surface in the Lunar Module. 

• They spent over two hours collecting rock samples, taking 
photographs and exploring the surface of the Moon. Apollo 11 
returned to Earth on July 24, 1969.

• As Neil Armstrong placed his left boot onto the surface of 
the moon at 2:56 UTC July 21, 1969, he spoke the now 
famous words: “That’s one small step for man, one giant 
leap for mankind.“



THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Chris Hadfield
• Chris Hadfield is a Canadian astronaut. He was the first 

Canadian to walk in space. He was also the first Canadian to 
command the International Space Station (ISS). Hadfield’s 
use of social media while he was on the ISS made him very 
popular with people on Earth.

• In 2001 Hadfield went to Russia to work with the space 
program there. He was the director of all ISS crew activities 
in Russia. Hadfield’s last spaceflight was in 2012. He spent 
144 days on the ISS.

• Hadfield became very popular during his time on the space 
station. He broadcast videos of himself singing songs and 
showing people what life was like on the ISS Hadfield has 
been described as "perhaps the most social media savvy 
astronaut ever to leave Earth".



THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Norah Patten
• Norah Patten, hopes to become the country's first ever 

person in space.

• Dr. Norah Patten, from Ballina in Co. Mayo, is one of 12 
participants from around the world selected to take part 
in a unique scientist-astronaut training programme in 
Florida.

• Wouldn’t it be amazing if someone so close to home made 
it to space! 

• Norah has written a book for children called Shooting 
for the Stars which is all about space travel, astronaut 
training and life without gravity.



Thank you I hope you enjoyed it!!!



Solar system 
 

 
 
The solar system consists of the Sun, Planets, dwarf planets, moons and numerous 
other smaller objects such as comets and asteroids. 194 moons, 3,583 comets 
796,289 asteroids have been found in the Solar system.99.86% of the solar system 
is the sun.There is a rhyme that helps you remember the planets in the solar system 
It goes my very educated mother just served us noodles but there is many more 
different versions of this poem.there are dwarf planets to like 
pluto,ceres,makemake,eris and haumea.people have to wear in space called space 
suits they are made up in 16 parts such as the liquid cooling and ventilation garment, 
lower torso assembly, secondary oxygen pack, in-suit drink bag, gloves, 
communications carrier assembly, hard upper torso, arm assembly, airlock adapter 
plate, display and control module, emu electrical harness, primary life support 
subsystem, helmet visor assembly, service and cooling umbilical and a space 
camera.Apart from earth, the planets in the solar system are named after ancient 
gods.  
: we get all our heat from the sun. The sun is the size of one million earths. 
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Space 
                       By Trudie Moran



                          How It All Began

Most astronomers believe that in a universe began with this giant explosion called 
the big bang that was around 14 billion years ago.At this time the whole universe 
was squeezed inside a tiny bubble that was a thousand times smaller than a 
Pinhead it was so hot in there it is hotter than anyone can imagine…... Then all of 
a sudden it just exploded!And the universe that we know today was born.In one 
fraction of a second,the universe grew from the size of a tiny atom to bigger than 
the size of a galaxy.



                            THe Solar System
The sun is are nearest star.The sun 
gives light and heat.The sun is very 
important if there was no sun are planet 
would be a dark, frozen world with no 
oceans or life.The sun weighs as much 
as 330000 earths and 1,300,000 earths 
could fit in the sun. 

The sun



                         The solar system

Mercury is the closest planet to the 
sun.It is the smallest planet in the solar 
system.It has no moons.Mercury is 
very like the moon because it is 
covered with craters it has no 
atmosphere or water.It has a strong 
magnetic field.The noon temperature 
can soar to 450°C but the nights are 
very cold at -180°C.     

Mercury



                            The solar system

Venus is the second planet from the 
sun . It appears as the evening star that 
is the brightest object in the night sky 
apart from the moon in a telescope ,It 
can be seen going through stages like 
the moon.In some ways Venus is 
Earth’s twin because around the same 
size it is made of the same rocky 
materials as Earth and is the closest 
planet to us.

Venus



                           The solar system
Earth is our home planet and also a 
very special planet.Earth is the only 
known planet that shows signs of 
life.Earth is the fifth largest planet in 
the solar system.It is the only known 
planet that has water.Even Though we 
can't feel it, Earth goes through its 
orbit at an average speed of 18.5 miles 
a second. 

Earth



                                        The solar system

Mars is also known as the red planet 
because it appears in the sky as a 
orange and red star because  of the 
colour the romans and greeks named 
the planet after a god of war.Since 
the 1960s people have investigated 
mars from robots and technology but 
someday humans might join the 
robots to explore the planet. 

mars



                           The solar system 
Jupiter is the fifth planet from the 
sun.Everything about this planet is big 
it could easily swallow up all the other 
planets.Jupiter has twenty eight moons. 
Jupiter has a big red spot on its side 
that is actually a giant storm .Jupiter's 
red spot is twice the size of earth.

Jupiter



                            The solar system  
Saturn is the sixth planet from the 
sun.764 earths fit in saturn But it only 
weighs as much as ninety five earths.If 
you can put all the planets into a pool 
of water saturn would be the only one 
that could float.Saturn is the planet that 
is well known for having rings but 
Jupiter, Uranus and neptune also have 
rings 

Saturn



                            The solar system
Uranus is the seventh planet from the 
sun.Uranus was discovered by a man 
called William Herschel in 
1781.Uranus is the Third biggest planet 
sixty four Earths fit in Uranus.A day on 
Uranus lasts only seventeen hours and 
fourteen minutes.It takes Uranus 84 
years and 6 days ro orbit around the 
sun. 

Uranus



                                      The solar system
Neptune has thirteen moons the biggest 
moon it has is called Triton that is very 
cold but has got several active 
volcanoes that spew out gas and 
dust.Neptune is 57 times bigger than 
Earth.It takes 164 years and 288 days 
for Neptune to orbit around the sun. 
one day on Neptune is 18 hours.

Neptune



                           BLACK HOLES      
Black holes are the strangest things in space.It does not have a 
surface like a planet or star instead,It is a region where matter has 
collapsed on itself.Even though they cant be seen people know 
they are there because many of the black holes are surrounded by 
these discs of material and as the discs swirl around them they get 
really hot and give off xrays.  Black holes are dangerous .If  an 
astronaut ventured too close to a black hole he would be sucked in 
and pulled apart by the overpowering gravity.  






